An alphabetical list of references is placed at the end of your assignment. This list gives the full publication details of each source you cited in your assignment so that your reader can consult the same sources that you have used. Use this information as a guide:

1. Reference list or bibliography?
2. Analysis of reference list examples
3. Capitalisation styles in reference entries
4. Formatting the reference list
5. Example reference list

1. Reference list or bibliography?

A REFERENCE LIST is a list of all the sources that you have used as in-text references in your assignment. A BIBLIOGRAPHY is a wider list of readings that includes both in-text references and other sources which may have informed your thinking on the topic, but may not have been placed as an in-text reference in your assignment. Make sure you know whether a reference list or bibliography is required for the unit you are studying.

2. Analysis of reference list examples

When you write your reference list, you need to analyse the patterns of each reference type. Some basic details that you need to look for are authors/no authors, dates/no dates, titles, editions and publishers, pages, DOIs or /URLs, depending on the type of reference you need.

Examples

- **Book (print)**
  
  **Analysis:** Author/s. > (Year). > Title (in italics). > Place of publication (city, country): Publisher.

- **Journal article (print)**
  
  **Analysis:** Author/s. > (Year). > Title of the article. > Title of Journal, > volume (in italics), > pages.

- **Journal article (online with a DOI)**
  
  **Analysis:** Author/s. > (Year). > Title of the article. > Title of Journal, > volume(issue number), > pages. > doi:

- **Authored document from a Website/web page (online)**
  
  **Analysis:** Author/s. > (Year). > Title of article/section. > Retrieved from Name of Website: > URL

There are many types of reference list resources that will have differences in format from the examples listed above. Please refer to the academic skills fact sheet: APA REFERENCING

Teaching and Learning Support (TaLS) – Fact Sheets
http://www.une.edu.au/current-students/resources/academic-skills/fact-sheets
3. Capitalisation styles in reference entries

1. **Minimal** (Sentence style) is used for the titles of ALL reference list information sources EXCEPT for the titles of journal articles. Capitalise ONLY the first word, the first word after a question mark (?), a colon (:) or em dash (—), and proper nouns that normally require capitalisation (e.g. names of people, cultural groups, places etc.).


2. **Maximal** (Headline style) is used ONLY for italicised titles of journals. The first letter of every MAJOR word in the journal title should be capitalised—conjunctions, articles and short prepositions are not considered major words. The first word after a colon is always capitalised.


4. Formatting the reference list

i. The reference list goes on a new page at the end of your assignment.

ii. Head your page with *References (upper and lower case letters)* and centre. (DO NOT use all capitals, underline or use italics).

iii. Use the same spacing as your essay for the reference list (1.5 or double spaced).

iv. Start each reference on a new line without a space between each reference item.

v. Use **hanging indent format** for all items in the reference list.

Let the computer do the work for you:

1. Highlight your entire reference list
2. Paragraph (use the little arrow) → (2007-2010+ Word version)
3. → Indentation → open Special (menu) → select Hanging

5. Example reference list


***Put all items in the reference list in strict alphabetical order, but do not include The, An, A as the first letter in a title.***